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In this shocking finale to the bestselling series that began with Stalking Jack the Ripper, Audrey
Rose and Thomas are on the hunt for the depraved, elusive killer known as the White City
Devil.A deadly game of cat-and-mouse has them fighting to stay one step ahead of the brilliant
serial killer -- or see their fateful romance cut short by unspeakable tragedy.Audrey Rose
Wadsworth and Thomas Cresswell have landed in America, a bold, brash land unlike the
genteel streets of London. But like London, the city of Chicago hides its dark secrets well. When
the two attend the spectacular World's Fair, they find the once-in-a-lifetime event tainted with
reports of missing people and unsolved murders.Determined to help, Audrey Rose and Thomas
begin their investigations, only to find themselves facing a serial killer unlike any they've
encountered before. Identifying him is one thing, but capturing him---and getting dangerously
lost in the infamous Murder Hotel he constructed as a terrifying torture device---is another.Will
Audrey Rose and Thomas see their last mystery to the end---together and in love---or will their
fortunes finally run out when their most depraved adversary makes one final, devastating kill?

About the AuthorKerri Maniscalco grew up in a semi-haunted house outside New York City,
where her fascination with gothic settings began. In her spare time she reads everything she can
get her hands on, cooks all kinds of food with her family and friends, and drinks entirely too
much tea while discussing life's finer points with her cats. She is the author of the New York
Times bestselling novels Stalking Jack the Ripper,Hunting Prince Dracula, and Escaping From
Houdini. --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.ReviewPraise for the #1 New
York Times bestselling seriesStalking Jack the RipperHunting Prince DraculaEscaping From
Houdini*"A marvelous yet somewhat gruesome mystery...an unexpected twist makes the ending
worth the wait. A must-have."---School Library Journal (*starred review*)"Kerri Maniscalco once
again combines adventure, romance, murder and Victorian manners into an intoxicating cocktail
that brings the story of this tenacious young forensic scientist to a satisfying
conclusion."―Knoxville News Sentinel"There are plenty of suspects and red herrings as well as
tense escalations....A scenic, twisty mystery."--- Kirkus Reviews"Maniscalco has created a
serious, sharp-minded, and forward-thinking protagonist in Audrey Rose, whose fearlessness
will endear her to readers looking for an engaging historical thriller. Abundant red herrings and a
dash of romance round out this gruesome but engrossing story."--- Publisher's Weekly"Audrey is
a young woman eager to use her brains and willing to flaunt society's rules....This mystery pays
homage to classics like Doyle's Sherlock Holmes and Mary Shelley's Frankenstein [and] will
satisfy those readers looking for historical mystery, a witty heroine, and a little romance."---
School Library Connection"Audrey Rose is a witty, resourceful feminist who refuses to bow to
Victorian-era gender norms. This dark, gothic landscape is peopled with nuanced, diverse



characters who keep readers enthralled. A gripping mystery with a compelling heroine and just
the right touch of romance." --- Kirkus Reviews"Every sentence of this novel drips with
decadence. The settings and Midnight Carnival performances are lush yet dangerous, beautiful
yet terrifying. It was easy to understand just how Audrey Rose comes to be so enthralled with the
Midnight Carnival and the performers because, as readers, we're put under the same exact
spell.... Masterfully crafted."--- Hypable --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition
of this title.
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SWIFTLYWEST WASHINGTON MARKETMEATPACKING DISTRICT, NEW YORK CITY21
JANUARY 1889A blast of frigid air greeted me as I unlatched the carriage door and stumbled
onto the street, my attention stuck on the raised axe. Watery sunlight dribbled off its edge like
fresh blood, tricking me into recalling recent events. Some might call them nightmares. A feeling
akin to hunger awakened deep within, but I quickly swallowed it down.“Miss Wadsworth?” The
footman reached for my arm, his focus darting around the throng of dirt-speckled people
elbowing their way down West Street. I blinked, nearly having forgotten where I was and who I
was with. Almost three weeks in New York and it still didn’t seem real. The footman wet his
cracked lips, his voice strained. “Your uncle requested you both be taken directly to the—”“It will
be our secret, Rhodes.”Without offering another word, I gripped my cane and moved forward,
staring into dull black eyes as the blade finally came down, severing the spinal cord at the neck
with a wood-splintering thwack. The executioner—a sandy-haired man of around twenty years—
worked the axe free and wiped its edge on the front of his bloodstained apron.For a brief
moment, with his shirtsleeves rolled back and sweat dotting his brow, he reminded me of Uncle



Jonathan after he’d carved open a corpse. The man set his weapon aside and yanked the goat’s
body backward, neatly separating the head from its shoulders.I drew closer, curious that the
animal’s head didn’t tumble off the butcher’s block as I’d imagined—it simply rolled to the side of
the oversize board, gaze fixed permanently toward the winter sky. If I believed in an ever after, I
might hope it was in a better place. One far from here.My attention drifted to the goat’s carcass. It
had been killed and skinned elsewhere, its exposed flesh a map of white and red, crisscrossing
where fat and connective tissue met with tender meat. I fought the growing urge to quietly recite
the names of each muscle and tendon.I hadn’t inspected a cadaver in a month.“How
appetizing.” My cousin Liza finally caught up and looped her arm through mine, tugging me out
of the way as a man tossed a stuffed burlap sack across the sidewalk to a younger apprentice.
Now that I was paying closer attention, I noticed a fine layer of sawdust around the butcher’s
feet. It was a good method to easily soak up blood for sweeping, one I was well acquainted with
thanks to time spent in Uncle’s laboratory and at the forensic academy I’d briefly attended in
Romania. Uncle wasn’t the only Wadsworth who enjoyed cutting open the dead.The butcher
stopped hacking the goat apart long enough to leer at us. He crassly slid his gaze over our
bodies and offered a low, appreciative whistle. “I can snap corsets open faster than bones.” He
held his knife up, his attention fixed on my chest. “Interested in a demonstration, fancy lady? Say
the word and I’ll show you what else I can do to such a fine figure.”Liza stiffened beside me.
People often called women of supposedly questionable morals “fancy ladies.” If he thought I’d
blush and run off, he was sorely mistaken.“Unfortunately, sir, I find I’m not terribly impressed.” I
casually slipped a scalpel from my wristlet clutch, enjoying the familiar feel of it. “You see, I also
eviscerate bodies. But I don’t bother with animals. I butcher humans. Would you care for a
demonstration?”He must have seen something in my face that worried him. He stepped back,
his calloused hands raised. “I don’t want no trouble, now. I was just havin’ some fun.”“As was I.” I
gave him a sweet smile that made him blanch as I turned the blade this way and that. “Shame
you don’t feel like playing any longer. Though I’m not surprised. Men such as yourself boast in a
grandiose fashion to make up for their… shortcomings.”Liza’s jaw practically hit the ground as
she angled us away. She sighed as our carriage finally rumbled off without us. “Explain to me,
dearest cousin, why we left that warm, lavish hansom in favor of wandering through”—she
motioned at the rows of butchers’ blocks with her parasol, each stall featuring different animal
parts being wrapped in brown paper packages—“all this. The smell is positively horrendous. And
the company is even more foul. Never, in all my life, have I been spoken to in such a wicked
manner.”I kept my skepticism on that latter point locked away. We’d spent more than a week
aboard an ocean liner cavorting with a carnival known for debauchery. Being acquainted with the
ringmaster for five minutes proved he was a devil of a young man. In more ways than one.“I
wanted to see the meatpacking district for myself,” I lied. “Perhaps it’ll give me an idea for the
perfect main course. What do you think of roasted goat?”“After witnessing its beheading or
before?” she asked, looking like she was moments away from vomiting. “You do know that’s what
cookbooks are for, correct? Inspiration without the labor. Or carnage. I swear you miss being



surrounded by death.”“Don’t be ridiculous. Why would you even think such a thing?”“Look
around, Audrey Rose. Of all the neighborhoods in this city, this is the one you chose to stroll
through.”I tore my attention away from a plucked chicken that was seconds away from joining the
dismembered goat, my expression reserved as I took in our surroundings. Blood steadily
dripped down many of the wooden blocks lining the storefronts, splattering onto the
ground.Judging from the multihued stains, the streets weren’t washed even after a busy day of
hacking animals apart. Veins of crimson and black wound through cracks in the cobblestones—
tributaries of old death meeting the new. The scent of copper mixed with feces pricked my eyes
and thrilled my heart.This street was death made tangible, a murderer’s dream.Liza sidestepped
a bucket of frost-coated offal, her warm exhale mimicking steam rising off a boiling teakettle as it
mingled with the cold air. I wasn’t sure if the amount of entrails or their near-frozen states
offended her more. I wondered at the darkness swirling within me—the secret part that couldn’t
muster up an ounce of disgust. Perhaps I needed to take up a new hobby.I feared I was
becoming addicted to blood.“Honestly, let me hail another hansom. You shouldn’t be out in this
weather anyway—you know what Uncle’s said about the cold. And look”—Liza nodded toward
our feet—“our shoes are sopping up snow like bits of bread in soup. We’re going to catch our
death out here.”I didn’t glance down at my own feet. I hadn’t worn my favorite pretty shoes since
the day I’d taken a knife in my leg. My current footwear was stiff, boring leather without a delicate
heel. Liza was correct; icy dampness had found its way in through the seams, soaking my
stockings and causing the near-constant dull ache in my bones to intensify.“Stop! Thief!” A
constable blew a whistle somewhere close by and several people broke off from the crowd,
scattering like plague rats rushing down alleyways. Liza and I moved aside, lest we become the
unwitting victims of fleeing pickpockets and petty thieves.“A whole roasted pig will be more than
enough food,” she added. “Stop worrying.”“That’s precisely the issue.”I pressed closer to the
building as a young boy ran by, one hand on his newsboy cap, the other clutching what
appeared to be a stolen pocket watch. A policeman followed, blowing his whistle and dodging
through vendors.“I can’t stop worrying. Thomas’s birthday is in two days,” I reminded her, as if I
hadn’t already done so one hundred times over the last week. The constable’s whistle and
shouts grew further away and our slow procession down butchers’ row resumed. “It’s my first
dinner party and I want everything to be perfect.”Mr. Thomas Cresswell—my insufferable yet
most decidedly charming partner in crime solving—and I had danced around the subject of both
courtship and marriage. I’d agreed to accept him, should he ask my father first, and hadn’t
expected everything to unfold quite as quickly as it had. We’d known each other for just a few
short months—five now—but it felt right.Most young women of my station married at about
twenty-one years, but my soul felt older, especially after the events on the RMS Etruria. With my
approval, Thomas sent a letter to my father, requesting an audience to make his intentions clear.
Now that my father, along with my aunt Amelia, was en route from London to New York, the time
was fast approaching when we’d begin an official courtship followed by a betrothal.Not long ago,
I would have felt invisible bars closing in at the thought of joining myself to another; now I



irrationally worried something might bar me from marrying Thomas. He’d almost been taken
from me once, and I’d kill before I allowed that to happen again.“Plus”—I pulled the letter from
the premier chef of Paris from my purse and waved it playfully at Liza—“Monsieur Escoffier was
quite specific about obtaining the best cut of meat. And Uncle isn’t the one who’ll deal with a stiff
leg,” I added, leaning a bit more heavily on my cane. “Let me worry over that.”Liza looked ready
to argue but held a perfumed handkerchief to her nose instead, her gaze snagging on the
mechanical canopy above us. A conveyor belt with hooks swept by, a constant loop of gears
clicking and metal clinking, the noise adding to the clamor of the streets as butchers staked
hocks of fresh meat to it. She watched the dismembered limbs jostle their way into the buildings
where they’d undoubtedly be broken down further, seemingly lost in thought.Likely she was
searching for another reason I ought to stay inside and rest, but I’d done plenty of resting in the
weeks we’d been in New York. I needn’t hear from others what I could and could no longer easily
do. I was more than aware of that.While it was true I wanted Thomas’s eighteenth birthday to be
special, it wasn’t the whole truth behind my obsessing. Uncle hadn’t permitted me to leave my
grandmother’s home much for fear of fracturing my leg further, and I was going mad with
inactivity and boredom. Throwing Thomas a party was as much for me as it was for him.Though I
was grateful for my cousin—she and Thomas had taken turns entertaining me by reading my
favorite books aloud and playing the piano. They had even put on a few plays, much to both my
amusement and my dismay. While my cousin had the voice of a nightingale, Thomas’s singing
was atrocious. A cat in heat held a note in a more pleasant manner than he did. At least it proved
he wasn’t limitlessly skilled, which pleased me to no end. Without them or my novels, things
would have been much worse. When I was adventuring between the pages of a book, I wasn’t
sad over things I was missing outside.“Your grandmother’s kitchen staff is capable of doing the
shopping to Mr. Ritz’s instructions. Wasn’t he the person who recommended Mr. Escoffier?
These are not the sort of scenes one should be subjected to prior to a dress fitting.” Liza nodded
at the eyes being pried from the goat’s skull and set in a bowl, while its belly was sliced open to
remove organ meat. “No matter how accustomed you may be to macabre things.”“Death is a part
of life. Case in point”—I jerked my chin toward the fresh meat—“without the death of that goat,
we’d starve.”Liza scrunched her nose. “Or we could all learn to simply eat plants from now
on.”“While that sounds valiant, the plants would still need to die for your survival.” I ignored the
tweak of pain in my leg as a particularly icy blast of wind barreled over the Hudson River and
slammed into us. The sky’s gray belly bulged with the promise of more snow. It seemed like it
had been snowing for a month straight. I was loath to admit that Uncle was right: I’d suffer the
consequences of today’s activities later this evening. “Anyway, my fitting is in twenty minutes,
which gives us plenty of time to—”A man in a dark brown cutaway coat and matching bowler hat
jumped aside as a bucket of waste splashed onto the street from the tenement window above,
narrowly escaping a most unpleasant bath. He crashed directly into me, knocking my cane to
the ground along with what appeared to be a medical satchel filled with familiar tools. Forgetting
about his bag, he held fast to my arm, preventing me from tumbling onto our items and



potentially getting impaled on anything sharp.While I steadied myself, I eyed a rather large bone
saw peeking out from where it had come undone in his bag. There was also what appeared to
be an architectural drawing. Perhaps he was a doctor building his own medical offices. After he
made sure I wasn’t in danger of falling, he let me go and quickly snatched up his satchel, stuffing
the medical tools back in and rolling the drawing back up.“Apologies, miss! M-my name is Henry.
I didn’t mean to—I really should learn to watch where I’m going. I’ve got my mind full of a million
things today.”“Yes. You should.” Liza swiped my cane from the ground and gave the man a scowl
Aunt Amelia would be proud of. “If you’ll excuse us, we must be on our way.” The man turned his
attention to my cousin and snapped his mouth shut, though I couldn’t be sure if that was due to
her beauty or her temper. She openly scrutinized him while he seemed to collect his thoughts. “If
you’ll pardon us, Mr. Henry,” she said, latching onto my arm once more and tossing her caramel-
haired head back in a most haughty manner, “we’re late for a very important appointment.”“I
didn’t intend—”Liza didn’t wait to hear about his intentions; she led us through the maze of
butchers and vendors, her pale sage skirts and parasol in one hand, and me in the other. We
were moving at a pace much too difficult for me to manage when I finally wriggled free of her
grasp and steered her off West Street.“What in the name of the queen was that about?” I asked,
indicating the man we’d practically run from. “He didn’t intend to bump into me, you know. And I
believe he was quite taken with you. If you weren’t so abysmally rude, we could’ve invited him to
the party. Weren’t you saying just yesterday that you wished to find someone to flirt with?”“Yes. I
did.”“And yet… he was polite, a bit clumsy, but harmless and seemed to have a sweet
temperament. Not to mention, he wasn’t unpleasant to look at. Don’t you enjoy a man with dark
features?”Liza rolled her eyes. “Fine. If you must know, Henry is too close to Harry and I’m quite
through with men whose names begin with the letter H for a while.”“That’s absurd.”“So is walking
through a butchers’ alley in January in a pale dress, yet do you see me complaining, dear
cousin?” I raised my brows. “Well, I can’t help it!” she cried. “You know how nervous I am to see
Mother again, especially after I very briefly ran off and joined the carnival.”At the mention of the
Moonlight Carnival we both grew quiet for a moment, silently recalling all the magic, mischief,
and mayhem it had brought into our lives in just nine days aboard the RMS Etruria. In that
respect, the carnival certainly lived up to its show-bill claim. Despite the trouble it caused, I’d
forever remain grateful for Mephistopheles and the lesson he’d taught me, intentional or not. By
the end of that cursed voyage, any doubts I’d had about marrying Thomas disappeared like a
magician casting an elaborate illusion.Certainty was empowering.Liza wrapped her cloak about
herself and inclined her head down the next street. “We ought to hurry over to Dogwood Lane
Boutique,” she said. “Any dressmaker who studied under the House of Worth won’t appreciate it
if she’s kept waiting. You don’t want her to take her annoyance out on your poor gown, do you?”I
craned my head around, hoping for another glimpse down the butchers’ alley, but we’d already
left that blood-splattered street behind. I took a steady breath in and slowly exhaled. I wondered
if boredom and Thomas’s party were truly the only reasons behind my fascination with one of the
goriest districts in New York City. It had been almost a month since we’d worked on a murder



case. Three blessed weeks without death and destruction and witnessing the worst the world
had to offer.Which ought to have been cause for celebration. Still, I worried over the strange
sensation lingering in the pit of my stomach.If I didn’t know any better, I’d think it felt like a twinge
of disappointment.Gowns with beading and lace details.TWOFIT FOR A
PRINCESSDOGWOOD LANE BOUTIQUEFASHION DISTRICT, NEW YORK CITY21 JANUARY
1889Liza took my cane and set it against the fleur-de-lis wallpaper of the dressmaker’s parlor,
her eyes alight with a million romantic daydreams. I, on the other hand, imagined I looked half
ready to faint. The smaller dressing lounge located off the main room was stiflingly warm. A large
fire burned perilously close to racks of dresses made of chiffon, silk, and gauze. Though
perhaps I was roasting because of the heavy layers of the extravagant gown I was trying on. It
would be stunning for Thomas’s birthday, as long as I didn’t ruin it by sweating so much.Bric-a-
brac littered the marble mantel, inviting and homey, like much of the décor. A young woman
brought in a piping-hot tea service and set it on an end table with scones, jam, and clotted
cream. Two champagne flutes promptly joined the treats on a silver tray for us. Raspberries
floated to the top, turning the beverage a delightful pink. I managed to shift most of my weight to
my uninjured leg, though the effort was slightly exhausting as I focused on not wobbling.“Stop
fidgeting,” Liza ordered, slightly out of breath while she fluffed what layers she could on my
dress. The gown was a beautiful blush color, the skirts a voluminous tulle with a beaded overlay
that began from the bodice and cascaded to either side like a glittering waterfall made of crystal.
Liza tugged the ribbons on my bodice a bit tighter, then covered them with the pink ruffle, which
reminded me of the petals of a peony. “There. Now all you need are your gloves.”She handed
them over and I slowly tugged them up past my elbows. They were a cream so rich I wanted to
dip a spoon in and taste them. I had my back to the giant looking glass and fought the urge to
turn around and see the final result. As if plucking that very thought from my mind, Liza shook
her head.“Not yet. You need to put the shoes on first.” She hurried into the next room.
“Mademoiselle Philippe? Are the slippers ready?”“Oui, mademoiselle.” The dressmaker handed
my cousin a pretty teal box with a satin bow, then rushed back out to the main room, ordering
her employees to add more beads or tulle to other gowns.“Here they are.” Liza approached me
with a devilish grin. “Let me see your feet.”“I’d rather not—”I would have argued—my shoes of
late had been more utilitarian and clunky than to my liking—but when Liza opened the lid and
held up my new slippers, tears stung my eyes. If it were possible, the shoes were even more
enchanting than the gown. They were flat silk shoes embroidered with roses and embellished
with gemstones. A pale pink so exquisite I could hardly wait to wear them. When I touched them,
I realized they weren’t silk—they were made of a buttery leather, so soft I could practically sleep
on them. Liza helped steady me while I slipped them on, her own eyes misting as I wobbled and
held tighter to her shoulder.I couldn’t help but laugh. “Are you all right? I didn’t think the shoes
were that awful.”“You know that’s not…” Liza sniffled and swatted at my backside. “I’m just so
happy to see you light up again. I know how much you missed wearing your favorite
shoes.”Hearing it spoken aloud, it seemed such a silly thing: to mourn the loss of frilly, insensible



shoes. But I loved them and had taken for granted the choice to wear whatever I pleased. I lifted
my skirts so I could admire my gleaming foot attire.“You did a marvelous job designing them. I
cannot think of one detail I’d change.”“Actually”—Liza stood and dabbed at her eyes with a
handkerchief—“this was Thomas’s idea.”I glanced up sharply. “Pardon?”“He said if you could no
longer wear shoes with heels, there was no reason he couldn’t have some made that were
equally beautiful. If not more so.” I stared, unblinking, like a fool. She grinned. “He designed them
himself. He even had extra padding added to the soles to help soften any discomfort. He noticed
you often wince when you first stand. These, while they’re gorgeous, also function in a way that
might ease some of your pain.”I blinked several times, finding myself unable to formulate any
sort of decent response that didn’t include crying into my pretty new skirts. It might not appear to
be of much consequence to anyone without an injury, but to me it meant the world.“They’re
highly impractical,” I said, looking down at them. “They’ll get dirty and ruined—”“Ahh, about that.”
Thomas emerged from around the corner with more boxes stacked in his arms. He paused long
enough to run his gaze over me, his attention slow and meandering. Heat rose in my cheeks and
I subtly patted the front of my bodice down, physically checking to see if wisps of smoke were
coming from my person. He finally met my eyes and grinned in satisfaction. “I had a few extra
pairs made.”“O-oh… what a delightful surprise, Mr. Cresswell! However did you know we’d be
here?”At this, I rolled my eyes skyward. Liza was almost as abysmal at acting as Thomas was at
singing. She kissed my cheeks and smiled warmly at Thomas. The two co-conspirators had
planned this moment out. I could have hugged them both. “I’ll be back in a few minutes. I saw
this darling little robe I need to inquire about.”Thomas nodded as she moved past him and
promptly started up a loud conversation with the dressmaker in the next room. “You look
stunning, Audrey Rose. Here.” He set his armful of boxes down on the settee and then took my
hand in his, guiding me around to peer into the looking glass. “You’re a vision. How do you feel?”I
didn’t wish to sound vain, but when I first saw myself standing there, dressed in a gown fit for a
princess, with shoes designed by a handsome yet wickedly charming prince, I felt as if I’d
stepped out of the pages of a fairy tale. It wasn’t the sort of story that placed me in the role of the
helpless maiden, however. This tale was one of triumph and sacrifice. Of redemption and love.“I
didn’t know you were such a talented cobbler, Cresswell.”He tucked a stray piece of hair behind
my ear, expression thoughtful. “I find myself striving to learn new talents, especially when the
result is you looking—”“Radiant?” I guessed.“I was going to suggest ‘like you wish to destroy my
virtue at once,’ but I suppose yours isn’t a terrible deduction, either.”Thomas pressed his lips to
mine in a gesture that was meant to be sweet and chaste. I was almost certain he hadn’t
intended for me to pull him near, deepening our kiss. And I sincerely doubted he’d planned on
lifting me into his arms, skirts puffed around us, as he walked us over to the settee and
maneuvered me onto his lap, careful to mind my leg. There was truth in his assessment after all.I
ran my fingers through his soft locks, allowing myself a few moments of unfettered bliss. Times
like this, when I was curled into his arms, safely tucked away from murder and corpses, I found
stillness and peace. Staring into my eyes as if I offered him the same respite, he brought his lips



to mine again. Recalling where we were and the danger of having someone walk in and find us
in such an indecent position, I slowly forced myself to sit back. I laid my head against his chest,
enjoying the solid beat that matched my own.“It’s your birthday and yet you’re the one surprising
me with gifts. Somehow, I don’t think that’s how it’s supposed to work.”“Oh? I thought the one
with the birthday had the right to choose whatever he wanted. Maybe you’ll want to ravish me for
being so irresistible.”And humble. “Thank you for the shoes, Thomas.” I looked at the stack of
boxes, teetering precariously close to the edge of the settee now. He caught my stare and
nudged them back to safety. “All of them. It was very sweet. And highly unnecessary.”“Your
happiness is always necessary to me.” He tilted my chin up and kissed the tip of my nose. “We’ll
find new ways of navigating the world together, Wadsworth. If you can no longer wear heels, we’ll
design flats you adore. If you ever find those no longer work, I’ll have a wheeled chair made and
bejeweled to your liking. Anything at all in the universe you need, we will make it so. And if you’d
prefer to do it on your own, I will always step aside. I also promise to keep my opinion mostly to
myself.”“Mostly?”He considered that. “Unless it’s vastly inappropriate. Then I’ll share it with
gusto.”My heart gave an involuntary flutter and I was sure if I didn’t keep making light of the
situation, I’d tackle him to the ground immediately and never be asked back to this boutique
again. “Eighteen.” I sighed dramatically. “You’re practically ancient. In fact”—I breathed him in,
trying to hide my smile—“I believe I smell grave dirt on you. Terrible.”“Wicked thing.” He nuzzled
my neck, prompting gooseflesh to rise in the best of ways. “I’m actually here to invite you to the
slums, per your uncle’s request.”Our warm moment came to a sudden halt. I took in his serious
expression and the scientific and cool persona that he often donned before we examined a
corpse. For the first time I noticed his dark clothing, the black coat and matching leather gloves
peeking out from his pocket—perfect for attending a murder scene. My treacherous heart picked
up its speed once more.“Has there been a murder?” A muscle in his jaw tightened as he
nodded. “Have you already been to the scene?” I asked, wiping my own expression clean.He
watched me carefully before answering. “Yes. Your uncle called for me shortly after you and Liza
went out this morning. I was already planning on surprising you here, but you’d just left and Liza
asked that I give you both at least an hour. I decided to go to your uncle first.”“I see.”“Actually,”
Thomas said, “I don’t think I’ve expressed myself clearly. Your uncle quite nearly bit my head off
when he noticed I hadn’t brought you with me, and sent me out again straightaway.” He stood
and held his hand out. “Shall we see about solving another gruesome murder, my love?”I didn’t
want to be so excited by those words, yet I couldn’t deny the subtle thrill running through me, as
if tiny lines of electricity had replaced my veins. I craved solving another murder almost as much
as I craved Thomas’s kisses. And I craved those frequently.I took my cane from him and went to
grab my cloak when Liza marched back into the room, a stern look upon her face.“Oh, no. If you
believe I’m allowing you to rush out that door in that dress to investigate some blood-soaked
murder scene…”She closed her eyes as if the very thought was too much to bear. My cousin
turned on Thomas, pointing to the door, an army general addressing her unwieldy troops.“She’ll
meet you in five minutes in the main sitting room. Unless you’d prefer for her to show up at your



party in old rags or her petticoats.” Thomas opened his mouth, likely to quip about my
undergarments, then shut it at the warning look Liza flashed. “This is non-negotiable. Now,
go.”THREEROOM 31EAST RIVER HOTELLOWER EAST SIDE, NEW YORK CITY21 JANUARY
1889While Liza and I had taken shelter in the dressmaker’s shop, winter had decided to run
amok in the streets. The skies, which had appeared pregnant with precipitation earlier, finally
gave birth to a shrieking storm. Wet snowflakes plopped against the roof of our carriage,
cocooning us in a layer of frigid cold. Wind howled as it rushed through the alleyways, forcing
people to pull their collars up and run as quickly as they dared over ice-slicked streets.Even
though I’d purchased new stockings and was wearing one of the warmer pairs of shoes Thomas
had had made for me, my teeth began to chatter. I clamped my jaws together, hoping to will the
chills away through sheer stubbornness alone.It was impossible. My teeth clacked in the most
embarrassing way. Thomas eyed me from across the hansom, then checked the warming brick
at my feet, face grim.“It needs to be reheated over a fire,” he said, half unbuttoning his overcoat.I
watched as his own body trembled before I reached over and stilled his movements. “What
happened to body heat being the most effective way of preventing frostbite? If you take that coat
off, you’ll freeze before you can valiantly assist me.”He glanced up, the seriousness leaving his
features at once. I swore stars danced in his golden-brown eyes. “What did you think I was
doing?”“Removing your overcoat to place about my feet?”He shook his head, his expression
laced with mischief. “I was planning on stripping bare and having you do the same. That is the
best way to share body heat. I paid the driver to go around the block a few times if necessary.
Figured we might sneak back to your grandmother’s house instead of frolicking around another
murder scene. Since she’s traveling and the house is empty, I imagine I could get you warm soon
enough.”He dragged his gaze over me in a way that felt more searing than a simple touch. His
look promised what months of flirtations had hinted at. And there was little humor in how serious
he was about pleasing me. Despite the plummeting temperature in our carriage, I felt the sudden
need to fan myself. He pulled his attention back up to mine, lips quirked upward.“Perhaps you’ll
be the one getting me warm. I’m not opposed to either scenario, really. Ladies’ choice.”My
cheeks pinked. “Scoundrel.”“I love when you whisper sweet nothings to me.” Thomas
maneuvered himself across the carriage and sat beside me. He opened one side of his coat,
then wrapped an arm about my shoulders, drawing me near. I noticed his attention had moved to
the frost-coated window, all signs of flirtations melting faster than the snow outside would.
Whatever he’d seen earlier had to have been gruesome for him to not elaborate on any details
and to flirt so brashly. He was doing his best to keep me distracted, which was never a good sign
for the victim. We rumbled past Catherine Slip and turned down Water Street. “It won’t be much
longer now.”I nestled into my collar, breathing in the warmth of my own body. The buildings had
gone from gleaming, pale-colored limestone to brick covered in grit and all kinds of sludge.
Cobblestone streets gave way to muddy ones, frozen in parts and treacherous-looking for more
than one reason. I spied groups of children huddled together between buildings, their faces and
limbs gaunt. It was a brutal morning to be outside.Thomas, never missing a detail, held me



tighter. “They’re mostly children from Italy. Either they’ve run from their families or have been
turned out to earn money for them.”A lump rose in my throat. “They’re so young. How on earth
can they make a wage?”Thomas grew very quiet. Too quiet for a young man who enjoyed
sharing facts on every subject imaginable. I noticed his fingers weren’t tapping their usual
incessant beat, either. I looked out the window again and suddenly knew what he couldn’t bring
himself to say. Those boys—those children—would have no choice but to turn to a life riddled
with crime. They’d fight, steal, or subject themselves to worse horrors in order to survive. And
some would not.It was a fate I could not imagine for my worst enemy, let alone a child. Even
though Thomas had once mentioned the world was neither kind nor cruel, I couldn’t help but feel
it was unjust to so many. I stared, unseeing, as we rode by, feeling helpless.Neither of us spoke
again until we reached our destination. As our carriage rumbled to a halt, chills erupted down my
spine for an entirely new reason. If the meatpacking district had been a murderer’s dream, then
this building was the seat of Satan’s kingdom. The exterior appeared rougher than the men and
women slumped against it, and twice as mean. It was a far cry from the dressmaker’s shop,
which was filled with lighthearted warmth and decadence.Reporters in black overcoats circled in
front of the door, reminding me of vultures hovering over their next meal. I shot a glance at
Thomas, noting the same dark look in his eyes. It seemed murder was the newest form of
entertainment. Jack the Ripper had awakened a need in spectators that was almost as
frightening as the crimes we investigated.“Welcome to the East River Hotel,” Thomas said
quietly. “We’re heading to room 31.”Inside, the hotel appeared uninhabitable to anything other
than vermin. Even the roaches and mice would probably seek better-smelling accommodations
soon. Anyone who charged one cent for room and board ought to be sent directly to the
workhouse. Rats scuttled under the stairs and crawled into the walls, unhurried and undisturbed
by our presence.Droppings were scattered everywhere. I took a careful step into the entry, trying
not to think of disease clinging to my hemline as my skirts swished over the muck. Father’s fears
of contracting illnesses were a hard habit to break. It was dark enough that I was either blessed
or unfortunate to not know the full extent of the squalor. The only light in the entryway was from
shafts of wan sunlight creeping between slats of rotten wood in the upper level.Bits of graying
plaster on the walls either crumbled on their own or were the unfortunate victims of angry
patrons. It was hard to tell if they’d punched the wall or if they’d been shoved into it. Perhaps both
scenarios were true. Wallpaper lay half ripped from the hallway, and the rest was stubbornly
hanging on. It was dark like the rest of the interior. As dark as the deeds that we were about to
investigate.I made the awful mistake of looking down again and spotted drops of dried blood.
Unless the victim had been attacked here, our murderer must have exited this way. My stomach
gave an involuntary flip. Perhaps I wasn’t as anxious to study another loss of life as I’d imagined
earlier. Maybe nearly a month free from the worry of destruction wasn’t enough of a respite at
all.Thick layers of dust and cobwebs gathered in the corners, adding to the crawling sensation
along my back. Buckets of refuse attracted flies and other vermin I didn’t wish to inspect too
closely. It was a horrendous place to live and an even more abysmal place to die.“Which



direction?” I asked, half turning to my companion.Thomas motioned toward the back end of the
building, down a narrow corridor. There were more rooms off to each side than I’d have thought
could fit on this floor. I raised my brows, surprised there was no desk clerk station in the main
entry. Peculiar for a hotel.As we moved forward a few steps, I also noted that the door numbers
began at twenty and furrowed my brow. “Is this not the ground-floor entrance?”“There’s a
stairwell through that door that leads down to the first floor,” Thomas said. “The body is in the last
room on the right. Watch your step.”It was an odd configuration. One that lent itself nicely to
hiding a murderer or aiding them with escaping detection from witnesses. Before I stepped into
the corridor, I dared a glance up, noticing people staring down, their expressions as bleak as
their surroundings.A mother rocked a baby on her hip while several young boys and girls
watched with empty stares. I wondered how many times they’d witnessed police coming into
their borrowed home, removing another body like yesterday’s rubbish.I recalled my earlier worry
over Thomas’s birthday party and shame crept in. While I was fretting over dessert courses and
French delicacies and mourning the loss of frilly shoes, people were struggling a few blocks
away to simply survive. I swallowed my revulsion, thinking of the person who’d been slain here.
The world needed to be better. And if it wasn’t possible for it to be better, we, its inhabitants,
needed to do better.I gathered my resolve and moved slowly down the corridor, using my cane
to test the creaking floorboards to ensure I wouldn’t fall through. A policeman stood outside the
room and, much to my surprise, nodded as Thomas and I drew closer. There was no scorn or
mockery in his gaze. He didn’t view me and my skirts as unwelcome, which bolstered my first
impressions of the New York City Police Department. At least for the moment.“The doctor’s been
waitin’ for you both.” He pushed the door open and stepped back. “Careful, now. The room’s a
wee bit crowded.”“Thank you, sir.” I managed to step into the quarters, but there wasn’t much
space to spare. Thomas moved behind me, and I paused long enough to run a cursory glance
around the room. It was sparsely decorated—one bed, one nightstand, one tattered, blood-
soaked quilt. In fact, as I edged farther inside, I saw the bedding wasn’t the only thing splattered
in blood.Uncle stood over the tiny bed frame, pointing to the victim. My pulse slowed. For the
briefest moment, I felt as if I’d been transported back to the scene of Miss Mary Jane Kelly’s
murder. It was the last Ripper crime and the most brutal. I didn’t have to move closer to see this
woman had been practically eviscerated. She was unclothed from the neck down and had been
stabbed repeatedly about her person.I felt, more than witnessed, Thomas moving around
behind me and shifted to glance at him. The rogue was almost dancing in place, his eyes alight
in the most abhorrent manner.“There is a body,” I whispered harshly. It was incredible that he
could carry on as if it were a regular afternoon stroll by the river.Thomas drew back, his hand
clutching his chest. He looked from me to the body, his eyes going wide. “Is that what that is?
Here I was convinced it was a Winter Ball. Shame I wore my best suit.”“How clever.”“You do say
you like a man with a rather large—”“Stop.” I held my hand up. “I beg of you. My uncle is right
there.”“Brain.” He finished anyway, grinning at my reddening face. “You truly astound me with the
direction your filthy mind travels in, Wadsworth. We’re at a crime scene; have a care.”I gritted my



teeth. “Why are you so flippant?”“If you must know now, it’s—”“There you two are.” Uncle had the
look of a man on the verge of a rampage. I could never quite tell if death was a balm or an irritant
to him. “Clear the room!” Policemen inside paused, staring at Uncle as if he’d possibly lost his
good senses. He turned to a man in a suit and raised his brows. “Inspector Byrnes? I need a few
moments alone with my apprentices to examine the scene. Please have your men wait in the
hall. We’ve already had half of Manhattan trouncing through here. If anything else is disturbed,
we won’t be of much use to you.”The inspector looked up from the victim, taking in my uncle and
then me and Thomas. If he, an American inspector, was annoyed that an Englishman was
tossing him out of his own crime scene, it didn’t show. “All right, boys. Let’s give Dr. Wadsworth
some time. Go ask the neighbors if they’ve seen or heard anything. The housekeeper said she
saw a man—get me a description.” He glanced at my uncle. “How long’s she been here?”Uncle
twisted the ends of his mustache, his green eyes scanning the body in that clinical way he’d
taught both me and Thomas. “No more than half a day. Maybe less.”Inspector Byrnes nodded as
if he’d suspected the same. “Witnesses say she rented a room between the hours of ten thirty
and eleven last night.”Uncle observed the victim again and seemed to stare through her into that
calm place necessary to locate clues. People in London thought him heartless. They didn’t
understand he needed to harden his heart in order to save them the pain of never knowing what
happened to their loved ones.“We’ll know more once we perform a postmortem,” he said,
motioning for his medical satchel, “but an initial glance—based on the current state of rigor
mortis—indicates she might’ve perished between the hours of five and six. Though that may well
change once we’ve gathered more scientific fact.”Inspector Byrnes paused in the doorway, his
expression unreadable. “You inspected the Ripper murders.” It was a statement of fact, not a
question. Uncle hesitated for only a moment before nodding. “If this is the work of that sick
bastard…” The inspector shook his head. “We can’t let this news get out. I won’t have any panic
or riots in this city. I said it before; I’ll say it again—this ain’t London. We’re not going to muck this
up like Scotland Yard. We will have a suspect—or Jack the damn Ripper himself—in the jug in
thirty-six hours or less. This is New York City. We don’t mess around with depraved killers
here.”“Of course, Inspector Byrnes.”Uncle shifted his gaze to mine. He’d never asked me directly
about the events of last November, but he knew as well as I did that Jack the Ripper could not be
responsible for this murder. We were privy to something neither Inspector Byrnes nor anyone
else knew.Jack the Ripper, scourge of both London and the world, was dead.FOUROLD
SHAKESPEAREEAST RIVER HOTELLOWER EAST SIDE, NEW YORK CITY21 JANUARY
1889“Describe the scene, Audrey Rose.” Uncle shoved a journal into Thomas’s hands. “Record
everything and include a sketch. Inspectors have photographed the body, but I want every detail,
every speck, on paper.” He jabbed the paper, punctuating each point a bit more emphatically
than the last. “We will not have another mass hysteria on our hands. Is that understood?”“Yes,
Professor.” Thomas moved to do as he was bid.I rolled my shoulders back, slipping into that
familiar cool calm as I stared at the body and divorced myself from imagining her alive and well.
What was left of this woman was a puzzle to solve. Later, once her murderer had been caught, I



might remember her humanity.“Victim is a woman roughly fifty-five to sixty years of age.” I
glanced around the crime scene, no longer sickened by the blood that coated nearly everything
like a layer of macabre rain. A small wooden pail lay upturned on the ground near my feet.
Judging from the strong scent of hops and barley, it had been filled with beer. Another swift
appraisal of the room suggested she may have been well into her cups—alcohol thinned the
blood and made it hard to clot. Which explained why there was an excess of it splattered
everywhere.“She was possibly too inebriated to fight off her attacker.” I pointed to the upturned
pail. Uncle—despite the ghastly scene surrounding us—seemed pleased by this observation
and motioned for me to continue. I bent over the body, ignoring the pitter-patter of my pulse.
She’d sustained so much trauma that a foul odor was already present. Even with coldness
seeping in from cracks near the window, the putrid scent hit the back of my throat.I swallowed
rising bile quickly. There was no preparing for that tangy-sweet smell and no forgetting it. The
stench of human rot haunted me almost as much as the victims we inspected.“Bruising around
the neck indicates strangulation.” I reached for the clothing covering her face and paused,
turning to Thomas. “Are you through with this part of your sketch?”“Almost.” He went back to his
journal, holding it up and angling it, comparing the scene before us to his drawing. After
adjusting the drape of the clothing, he looked up. “All right.”Without hesitation, I removed what
turned out to be a dress from her face and pulled her eyelids back, searching for conclusive
proof strangulation was the cause of death.“Petechial hemorrhaging is present. Our victim was
strangled before other…” I paused while Uncle rolled her carefully onto her side. My gaze halted
on two Xs carved into her buttocks, momentarily distracting me from my observation. I took a
quick breath. “Before other nefarious acts were performed on her person.”“Excellent.” Uncle
leaned over, inspecting the corpse for the same clues, then carefully placed her back as she’d
been found. “What do you make of the dress draped over her face?”I stared down at her body,
naked except for where the murderer had laid her bloodstained clothing over her head.
Whenever we conducted a postmortem on a corpse in the laboratory, Uncle used bits of cloth to
cover victims. They were ice-cold and lying on our sterile slab, but they deserved respect. Her
indecent state was another way the murderer tried—quite literally—to strip her of her
humanity.“Perhaps he felt ashamed,” I said, looking upon the body as if I were the killer.
Sometimes it was too easy to do. “There could’ve been something about her that reminded him
of someone else. Someone he possibly cared for.” I lifted a shoulder. “She might even be the
person he or she was fond of.”Uncle twisted his mustache. He looked like he wanted to pace
around the room, but it was too small with the three of us inside. “For what end? Why would a
person—who so brutally carved open a body—be concerned with covering her eyes? What
might that say about him?”I glanced at Thomas, but he was lost to his own investigation again,
sketching everything as Uncle had requested and more. He knelt down, capturing each stab
wound, each angle the blade had entered from perfectly. It reminded me of the time he was
practically nose-deep in one of the Ripper victims. A chill tickled my spine. I did not enjoy the
similarities of the cases.I drew my own focus back to the scene before us, contemplating this



murderer. Perhaps he also wished to shame her. “I imagine he—or she—didn’t want to look
upon the face of his victim,” I said. “It’s possible he didn’t want to think of her as a person.”“Very
good,” Uncle said. “What else?”Ignoring the blood smeared on the body, I focused on the stab
wounds. Whoever had committed this act had been enraged. There were so many punctures, it
appeared as if they’d struck her again and again and again. Each encounter with the blade more
brutal than the last. They were furious, but whether or not that fury was directed at the victim or
simply projected onto this woman was a mystery. The murderer could have slit her throat in one
clean swipe. He didn’t choose that merciful route. He craved pain—it delighted him.“Most of the
knife wounds were made postmortem. Along with Xs that have been carved into her… buttocks.”
I squeezed my eyes shut for a moment. Miss Mary Jane Kelly, the last Ripper victim, flitted
through my mind once again. “Our victim was also disemboweled, though we’ll know which
organs—if any—were removed upon our internal examination. Given the sunken appearance of
her lower abdomen, however, I believe something has been taken.”“All right. Let’s get this next
part over with, then.” Uncle took his spectacles off and rubbed the bridge of his nose. “What
makes this murder different from the murders in London?”I snapped my attention to Uncle’s.
“You’re not honestly considering this is one of Jack the Ripper’s victims, are you?”As if being
dragged away from a particularly engrossing book, Uncle shifted his attention away from the
corpse and met my stare. I wasn’t sure why neither one of us ever broached the subject, but
somehow, despite the grotesque and horrendous things we subjected ourselves to on a near-
daily basis, Jack the Ripper was a topic we dared not touch.“What is a lesson I try and impress
upon you with each case, Audrey Rose?”“To look at facts,” I answered automatically. I focused
on releasing the tension in my muscles, finding that my mind cleared with the task. “To remove
emotions and read clues left behind before coming up with a hypothesis based on
assumption.”Uncle nodded. “Part of that includes ruling out options. We’re in the unique position
of having examined the Ripper victims. We have intimate knowledge of how those bodies were
left, what injuries they’d sustained. That gives us something to compare and contrast, doesn’t
it?”“Ah. I see.” Thomas sat back on his heels, tapping his pen against his journal. “If this were a
scientific experiment, then we’d have the control and variables.”“Measuring the differences will
assist with eliminating Jack the Ripper as the murderer,” I said, understanding Uncle’s
methodology better.“Good. Both of you. Now, then”—Uncle pointed to the neck again—“what
would the Ripper have done? What did he do with each of his victims?”For a brief moment my
heart lurched into that dark space I’d fought so hard to overcome. I despised thinking of the
Ripper case, but I could no longer hide my grief or ignore the evil that had been done last
autumn. It had been five months now since his first murder; it was time once and for all to face
the truth and move on.Thomas half turned in my direction, running his attention over me in a
swift, analytical way. I knew he’d not interrupt or offer his opinion unless I gave the signal to do
so. While it was tempting to have him confront that monster for me, it was my duty. He might be
heir to a dynasty saturated in blood, but so was I.I clutched my unoccupied hand at my side,
holding tightly to my cane with the other. “Jack the Ripper strangled his victims before slitting



their throats. Every one of them. Even Miss Elizabeth Stride.”“Indeed. He’d been interrupted
during that murder, but he still slit her throat before attacking Miss Catherine Eddowes later that
same evening. This murderer”—Uncle motioned to the victim lying before us—“had more than
enough time to commit his darkest fantasies. He was presumably here with her for hours, more
than enough time to carve her up. Miss Mary Jane Kelly’s corpse was nearly unrecognizable as
human. There were similar circumstances with that crime when compared to this one. It was
committed inside. Miss Kelly was a prostitute. She’d been drinking. Yet this murderer did not
follow that same familiar technique of slitting her throat and viciously cutting her up. Yes, this
victim may have an organ missing, but it’s not in the same careful manner as our previous cases
in London. Now, tell me, what else doesn’t fit with Jack the Ripper?”I mulled over details of the
Ripper case. Each murder scene had been burned into my memory—I didn’t have to dig too
deeply to recall their facts. I doubted I’d ever forget those crimes. I stared down at this victim. The
bruising on her neck was different. Instead of the Ripper’s long fingerprint blossoms of crushed
flesh, this pattern was more akin to striations. I noticed a pair of torn stockings on the floor.“This
victim, given the marks on her neck, was likely strangled with her own stockings. The Ripper
committed his crimes by use of his hands.” Uncle’s expression shifted once again to pride. His
acknowledgment was welcome, yet felt a bit strange given the circumstances. I wasn’t sure I
wanted my premier talent to be deciphering corpses, but there were worse titles to hold. “The
knife”—I nodded toward it—“is also another difference. Jack the Ripper never left a weapon
behind.”“Excellent.” Uncle inhaled deeply. “What is a more obvious difference?”Thomas pushed
himself into a standing position and tucked his journal into an inner pocket on his jacket. “This
victim is older than each of the Ripper victims by at least a decade.”I stopped listening to Uncle
and Thomas as they traded theories like weather statistics. A hint of a memory tried surfacing
from the depths of my mind. It was hazy, however, similar to squinting at an object through thick
fog. I could almost make out the shape of it…“The unsolved murder from the Etruria,” I said as
the memory finally broke free. “That crime was similar in nature to this one.”In fact, if I recalled
correctly, Thomas and I had worried we’d unleashed a Ripper-inspired murderer in America. The
conversation between my uncle and Thomas halted immediately. Both men slowly blinked at the
connection. For a few cursed moments, the only sound was our breath juxtaposed with the utter
silence coming from the victim splayed out on the bed.“What we need to do is get a look at the
passenger log of the Etruria,” I continued when it became clear my uncle and Thomas were
flummoxed by my deduction. “It might be the best way of hunting down this murderer.”“Assuming
the murderer used his actual name.” Thomas looked skeptical. “Proof is not required when
booking passage across the sea.”“You’re right. I doubt he used his true name,” I said, leaning on
my cane. “But, at the very least, it could potentially give us an alias that might be his
undoing.”Uncle stared at the room and I wondered what he was actually seeing. After a minute
he motioned toward the corpse. “Let’s finish with our inspection. I’ll ask Inspector Byrnes to send
someone over and fetch any information they can get from the Etruria passenger manifest.”With
that settled, I faced the body and tried calming the excited thrum of my pulse. I licked my lips,



hoping the hunger didn’t show in my face. It was hardly the time to appear flushed and bright-
eyed. Though if Thomas could dance around earlier as if we’d been invited to a grand ball, then I
ought to be forgiven for this transgression in decorum.I felt the pressure of Thomas’s look almost
as acutely as if he’d reached over and touched me. Uncle might be preoccupied, but Thomas
never missed any shift in my mood.I glanced at him, unashamed. His eyes were dark with worry.
He had cause to be afraid; I hardly recognized myself. I shouldn’t delight in such violence, yet
there was no denying how extraordinarily alive I felt while studying death.Perhaps it was the devil
in me, begging to be set free. Without further ado, I obliged.FIVEA HAUNTED PASTAUDREY
ROSE’S ROOMSFIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK CITY21 JANUARY 1889Before we left the hotel,
Inspector Byrnes promised to call on us with more details of who the victim was, and without
permission to perform or observe the postmortem, Thomas, Uncle, and I retired to our home to
await the news. After supper, I excused myself to change and noticed an envelope postmarked
from London waiting on my vanity.Curious, I slit it open with a swift flick and read the neat,
unfamiliar script.Word has reached me about your upcoming nuptials. I am en route to New York
and shall arrive in two weeks’ time. Do tell Thomas I wish to speak with him before the wedding
ceremony.It’s of the utmost importance. I have something he needs.Odd. Neither Thomas nor I
had spoken to anyone other than Liza and my father about our hope to marry. And my father
certainly wouldn’t have told anyone we wished to be engaged without granting Thomas an
audience with him first. There were certain customs that needed to be met in the correct
sequence. Once my father agreed, Thomas would need to write to his family. Until all of the
necessary paperwork had been drawn up, no one outside of our immediate families would be
privy to an engagement. And yet… someone else knew it was possible. In fact, they seemed
already convinced a wedding was in our near future.Rubbish.I crumpled the letter and fed it
through the ornate grate covering the fireplace, watching as its edges shifted from black to
orange before fully catching fire. I waited until it had disintegrated to ash before turning away. An
uneasiness settled into my stomach, making itself quite cozy. There wasn’t anything menacing
about the note, but the lack of signature was troubling.If it were Thomas’s sister, Daciana, she
would’ve surely signed her name, and the note would’ve been as warm and friendly as she was.
I imagine she’d send a letter directly to her brother if she had a message specifically for him. It
made no sense that she’d write to me instead, asking me to pass her wishes along. If not
Daciana or her beloved Ileana, then who would ask to speak with Thomas before our wedding?
Part of me worried it was something devised by the impish ringmaster with whom I’d played a
dangerous game of illusion. Would Mephistopheles have spies in New York? I inhaled deeply.
There was no way the ringmaster would trouble himself with our lives anymore. He knew my
heart belonged only to Thomas. He wasn’t that much of a devil.A soft knock came at the door,
dragging my mind away from its endless circling. My imagination often crafted elaborate tales.
This was likely another one of them. “Come in.”Liza waltzed in with a fragrant cup of tea, then
stopped short, crinkling her nose as she waved her free hand about her face. “It smells like burnt
parchment in here. You’re not setting our plays on fire, are you?”I set my cane against the settee



and plopped down. I traced the brocade pattern on my aquamarine skirts, hesitating. It all
seemed so silly now. “I received a letter.”Liza crossed the room and handed me the tea. “Yes, I
imagine with a possible wedding coming up you’ll receive quite a few of those. Did you burn this
particular letter?”I nodded, taking a quick sip. There was an earthy yet spicy taste to it that wasn’t
at all unpleasant. I managed to drink a bit more before answering. “I—It seems I’m the recipient
of a possible veiled threat. Though the more I think on it, the more I may be overreacting.
Perhaps I’m suffering from jitters before Father gives his blessing. That’s normal, isn’t it?”At this
confession, Liza’s eyes nearly popped from her head. She hurried over and—after setting my tea
down—clutched my hands in hers, face alight with excitement. “A scandal! Intrigue! You do get to
have all the fun. Do you believe it’s a scorned lover, seeking revenge?”“What? Why would you
believe that?” I stared into my cousin’s expectant face and finally relented. “Well, to be truthful,
Mephistopheles did cross my mind. He enjoys meddling, but we were hardly lovers. And while I
might have had a momentary lapse in judgment, there was never any true danger of me falling in
love with him.”Liza looked at me sadly. “Sweet cousin, I know you didn’t harbor feelings for
Mephistopheles. I was actually talking about Thomas.”I opened my mouth and shut it as I turned
the notion over. “Thomas has not…” I shook my head. “He’s not courted anyone before.”There
was an uncomfortably long beat of silence that stretched between us.Liza plucked at the frills of
her skirts. “Are you certain? Has he actually said those words to you, or are you guessing?”“I—” I
went to argue, but—as was the case where matters of the heart were concerned—my cousin
was blastedly correct once again. “I imagine he would’ve mentioned by now if he’d courted
anyone in the past. He’s always been so serious about his work with Uncle.” Liza seemed ready
to say something else but pressed her lips together instead. I sighed. “This is ridiculous. Thomas
doesn’t have a former lover who’s seeking to ruin our wedding. Say that were even possible, how
might she know of our betrothal plans?”“Rumors. Gossip. You know there’s nothing quite as
scandalous or delicious as a good romance. Especially since you and Thomas have become
well-known in London. A butler or servant might’ve seen correspondence and started a chain of
ill-kept secrets.”“If we’d sent out invitations or even letters to our families, that might be.” I picked
my tea up and let the fragrant steam soothe me. “Maybe it’s Jian or Houdini or someone else
from the Moonlight Carnival who’s playing a rather cruel joke. I wouldn’t be surprised if they sent
an anonymous letter to someone. You know their sense of humor is a bit warped.”The more I
rambled, the more unlikely my guesses became and the more uneasy I felt. My cousin’s
expression hardly helped mend my worries. Liza plastered on a smile. “You’re probably right. I’m
sure after ten days of annoying you, kissing you once for all of two seconds, then running off to
the next city to find another conquest, the ringmaster has set spies on you and wishes to ruin
your hypothetical wedding by sending notes to newspapers across the pond.”Bloody hell. I
regretted telling her about the unfortunate kiss. Thomas, however, took it all much better than I
deserved. He only wished I’d kneed Mephistopheles in a sensitive body part for taking
advantage of me.“Brat.” I finished off my tea, grabbed my cane, and headed for the door with as
much confidence as I could muster. “I’ll simply ask Thomas about any romantic entanglements



right now.”“Excellent idea.” Liza eyed the bookshelves near my fireplace. “Would you like me to
stay until you return?”I knew she’d like nothing more than to curl up with a good romance novel,
and I didn’t want my worries to stop her from enjoying her evening. I shook my head. “I’ll be fine,
thank you.”It was much harder to creep around a house I was unfamiliar with at night, and my
cane clicking against the thin carpet didn’t aid my stealthy pursuit. I cringed each time it made
contact with the floor, praying Uncle was preoccupied with sleep. Though after our morning of
investigating, he was likely awake studying his journal entries, hoping Inspector Byrnes would
still send word at this hour.Mrs. Harvey was staying on the same floor as Liza and me and
wouldn’t mind if she did catch me sneaking around. In fact, she might push me off toward
Thomas’s chambers all while humming pleasantly to herself. During our time on the RMS
Etruria, she’d gone as far as practically encouraging me to sneak off to visit Thomas after she’d
given me a note from him requesting a midnight meeting.I was extra grateful that my father and
aunt hadn’t arrived yet. There would be no predicting where either of them would be at this hour.
Ever since Mother’s death several years ago, Father rarely slept and wandered the halls of our
home late into the night like a restless ghost.When I came upon Thomas’s door, I found it
partially open. I peered in through the crack, curious as to what he might be doing. It wouldn’t
have surprised me if he’d deduced my unannounced arrival. The lamp on his bedside table was
on and the fire was softly crackling in the corner. The room itself was a deep blue, like the
darkest part of the ocean.With its carved mahogany furniture and strong color scheme, it fit
Thomas perfectly. I tried to keep my attention from lingering on his bed, but its rumpled state was
hard to ignore. Papers lay scattered about it and journals were stacked in chaotic towers. I half
expected to find him propped up against the headboard, dozing like a tired prince resting on a
throne of books.My stomach turned a few times when I recalled he was reading Jack the
Ripper’s entries. He’d mentioned it once in Romania and had tried again while we were crossing
the Atlantic. I still wasn’t ready to know what my brother had to say about his crimes. I felt relief
knowing the journals were with us, though, safe from anyone who might harm them or share
their secrets.Feeling like an intruder, I knocked. “Thomas?” I called softly. The aromas of
cinnamon and sugar wafted nearby. I pushed his door open wider, mindful of any creaking
hinges. “Cresswell?” I craned my head into the room. “Where in the—”“Please tell me all of my
salacious dreams are finally coming true.”I jumped backward and cursed as my cane clattered to
the floor. I spun around as gracefully as I could and glared. “What are you doing sneaking about
corridors at this hour?”A sly grin slid across Thomas’s features as he motioned me into his
chambers. “You realize the irony of you asking that whilst you are, in fact, sneaking about the
corridor at this hour as well, don’t you?” At my annoyed sigh, he held up a plate stacked with
treats and eased the door shut with his foot. “The cook made cinnamon buns slathered in melted
butter and sugar. Apparently they’re for the morning, but I couldn’t help myself.” At my
incredulous look, he added rather indignantly, “You try turning down the scent of cinnamon and
sugar and my ultimate love: butter.”I snatched a piece of the dessert bun off his plate and
groaned in sheer bliss as it melted on my tongue. The well-balanced flavors and sweetness were



enough to make me forget why I’d initially marched down here at this hour. Thomas set the plate
on a dresser and eyed me with the same sort of hunger and devotion he’d gazed at the pastries
with.Without taking his attention from me, he reached over and wiped a bit of icing from the
corner of my lip; then his mouth was on mine. It was warm and sweet. And wholly unexpected.
The pastries had been good, but this was much better. He slowly backed us into the dresser so I
could sit against it, taking my weight from my leg. While we kissed, he gently cradled my face
between his hands as if I was the most precious thing in his world.Somehow, both his
consideration and our new position awakened something untamable in me. I longed for more. I
pushed off from the furniture and leaned him against the bed, enjoying the flash of surprise as I
deepened our kiss. Thomas recovered quickly, opening his mouth to taste me, his hands running
along my spine. After a moment or two, neither one of us seemed satisfied with the distance
remaining between us. His hands drifted down to my hips, gripping them in a way that was both
sweet and possessive. I slipped mine under his jacket and went for the cravat at his throat,
before he leashed himself.“Wait,” he said, breathless.I drew back, startled. “I—Is this too
much?”Thomas hooked an arm around me and tugged me near, dropping kisses from my lips to
my heart and back again. Like his demeanor in the laboratory, his attention to detail was slow
and deliberate. He listened to each thrum of my heart, each inhalation of breath, and used his
powers of deduction for my pleasure. When he finally managed to pull away again, his breathing
was as heavy as his lids. “No, Wadsworth. It’s not too much at all. It’s just—”“It’s your virtue, isn’t
it?” I teased. “You want to wait until we’re properly married.”“God, no.” He snorted. “I’ve wanted to
ravish you for an indecently long while. If I was a more selfish creature, I’d take you right this
moment if you’d have me.” My attention moved from his mouth to his bed, considering.
“However”—he sat down on the mattress and patted the spot next to him—“you might not wish
to take things any further tonight. I—”My earlier worries came rushing back and I interrupted him
before I lost my nerve. “Have you courted someone else?”“I—” He studied me in that swift
deductive way of his. I expected to see mirth; instead he leaned over and kissed me chastely. “I
have never officially courted or asked permission to court anyone. Only you.”I breathed out,
though relief was short-lived. One little distinction caught my attention. He and I weren’t officially
courting, either. At least not until my father agreed to it. Thomas ran a hand over his face and I
finally noticed the worry he’d been hiding.
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Amber Garabrandt, “The perfect conclusion to the series!. Audrey Rose and Thomas have been
through hell and back... and it isn't over. Now that they are in New York and Audrey is learning to
maneuver through the world with her cane, it's time to get serious. There's a killer on the loose
that reminds them a bit too much of their first case- Jack the Ripper. But Jack's dead.... isn't
he? Racing against the clock with very few clues to go on, can they put an end to this
murderer's spree... or will one of them become his latest victim? There was so much to love in
this book! Audrey and Thomas are getting closer to spending their lives together, though it won't
be an easy road by any means! We're still dealing with Audrey's grief and guilt, and Thomas'
worry that Audrey will change her mind. It's odd seeing him so vulnerable, but it's really good
(there was actually a novella that gave us more of an insight into Thomas' mind in the timeline
right before this book called Becoming the Dark Prince). While there were bits where the
characters tended to be a bit.... over dramatic, let's say... it did remind me of one of those Gothic
novels that would have been popular in this time frame and it stayed in keeping with the other
books of the series. The premise here, finding out that Jack had a partner that may have made it
to America, was really interesting and I loved watching Audrey work through her feelings about
her brother. The characters are charming, and the writing has a great flow to it. This was a
fantastic quick read, with the added bonus of some great pictures inserted. What really
interested me, though, was the historical significance of the villian (that's all I am going to say
here.... sorry, I do try to keep spoilers to a minimum). I am actually going to be looking for books
on this person, as I am really intrigued. For me, this was the perfect way to wrap up the series.
Five stars all the way! On the adult content scale, there's a lot of violence, language, and some
sexual content. Nothing too over the top... but I would still say older teens- sixteen and up. Let's
give it a five.”

Rebecca Mee, “A powerful and exciting conclusion. This book was EVERYTHING! I’ll be the first
to admit that I didn’t want Audrey Rose’s story to end and would love to see more stories in the
future, but this ending was satisfying. The stakes are higher, the romance is swoony, the villain is
darker and the heartache was very very real. I know of few authors who can bring her characters
and the world of Victorian era England and America out better than Kerri Maniscalco. She’s such
a skillful writer. A twist that will not be named made me scream and my heart hurt for a good
portion of the book, but it really spurred the characters and plot through the book. I loved how
fierce Audrey Rose was in the midst of physical and societal limitations placed on her. It was so
good to see. I was hooked from page 1 to the end. And the Cressworth of it all had me  . I loved
this series so much. It’s one of the best I ever read. I can’t wait to see what’s next for Kerri
Maniscalco.”

Jessica S., “A Fitting Finale. To say that I enjoyed Kerri Maniscalco's finale to the Stalking Jack



the Ripper series, Capturing the Devil, is an understatement, I was so thoroughly engrossed and
blown away that there is not an accurate enough word to describe my enjoyment! Kerri's mystery
series has been one shocking installment after another! That she incorporated such scandalous
figures in history in mostly accurate and pleasing matters left me tickled with glee!When we last
left our heroes, Audrey Rose and Thomas along with her uncle and cousin had arrived in
America after their frightful trip aboard the RMS Etruria. Though it would seem their frights are
far from over. As was hinted at in its finale, there was a second killer aboard the ship and he was
now in America roaming free. While Audrey Rose and Thomas were hoping to make plans for an
engagement announcement, instead they are learning about bodies dropping around the city
and trying to solve the mystery of why and how...and who.While I do looooove the relationship
between Audrey Rose and Thomas and have enjoyed every moment of watching it grow and
develop...I was a little upset over how loooong this first part spent on further development. They
were planning an engagement then a quick wedding...only to have a catastrophe strike at the
ceremony and you know, put a barrier between them once more. Said barrier seemed to take up
a great deal of the remaining half of "part one" in the story. The thing that came between Audrey
Rose and Thomas' happiness was a burden of course, and it threatened to tear them apart. But
at the same time...I couldn't help but want to get back to the mystery at hand.Luckily, around the
200+ page mark we get back to mystery solving by landing in Chicago! As the cover foretells,
the mystery draws them into Chicago during the World's Fair. Though getting the mystery fired
up again does take a bit of time, but the fact that they were led to Chicago because of a string of
missing women does give them cause to be there.I'm not certain it was clear what historical
character will take precedence in this story, so I won't reveal who it was in this review either as it
came as a surprise to me as I'm not good at remembering history! Plus, I don't think this
"subject" was touched in my history classes, because I am sure I would've paid more attention
had it been brought up! Lol. But when it finally became more clear about who the historical who
was, I instantly remembered a show that touched upon it and was seeing the similarities!The
whodunit here was pretty scary too! What's even more terrifying about these stories is that
whodunit killer was really real! These are the monsters the other monsters were based on!What I
loved even more was how the events of the first book get tied back around to the present story. I
distantly recall a few lingering questions about that mystery and the whys behind the killer's
motives and such. Well, here are those answers! It presents an even more astonishing theory
behind the TRUE history of these events that transpired in both books! It's truly mind-boggling!
One of the other things that I loved about this entire series were the characters, mostly Audrey
Rose and Thomas! I mean, if you can't enjoy Thomas's quips and humor and Audrey Rose's
reactions and comebacks, then you might not be reading the right story for you. Their banter was
something that always left me in stitches! And that the switch can easily be flipped from
bantering to flirting to acting romantically was a transition that felt so natural and toe-curling. I
positively adored these two! And as a side note, I adore Audrey Rose's grandmother that we
briefly get to meet in the latter half of "part one." She was a spitfire of an old lady and I loved her



for it too!Of course, as most series finales go, this one ends in a way that leaves readers happy.
All is as it should be in a series finale. We know where our characters are at and we can imagine
the adventures they will have long after we turn that last page. That is honestly the way all series
should end! Kerri Maniscalco pretty much made her way onto my favorite author list after
Stalking Jack the Ripper, but she's pretty much cemented herself there with every book she's
written since then! I am so looking forward to her next book later this year! This is definitely an
author to read if you enjoy a good historical fiction mystery!Overall Rating 4.5/5 stars”

Helen marsh, “So good!. Excellent conclusion to the series and I look forward to more books
from Kerri in the future. Highly recommend this series!”

Ebook Tops Reader, “I LOVED it. This was the perfect book to end the series. It had it all. I
laughed and cried and was terrified - perfection :)”

Laura Machado, “Bom, mas previsível. Nota verdadeira: 3,5.Depois de ler a série inteira,
cheguei à conclusão de que o maior problema dela é a escrita da Kerri Maniscalco. Ela
conseguiu adaptar a linguagem para encaixar na época de um jeito bacana, mas não sabe
descrever tão claramente as cenas e o monólogo interno dos personagens-narradores não é
muito bom. A Audrey repete muita coisa, muita informação óbvia e muita afirmação sobre si
mesma e sua vida que tornaram a narrativa bem irritante.Eu gostei deste livro, mas também já
tinha me acostumado com o estilo da autora e não esperava algo melhor. Também acho essa
série bem única, o que me fez gostar dela desde o começo e ajudou a me fazer gostar deste
também. Ainda assim, eu já sabia qual seria o foco (vilão) do livro, então esperar metade do
livro só para eles começarem a pensar em Chicago foi um pouco chato.Teve outra coisa que foi
extremamente previsível e que, em vez de me surpreender, me deixou menos interessada na
história. É parte do desenvolvimento do romance, mas é tudo que vou falar.Minha nota foi mais
pelo final. Apesar de não ter criado todo o terror que eu esperava de um vilão como esse, gostei
de como a autora resolveu a história e da Audrey Rose nesse livro. Ainda assim, bem que
poderia ter bem mais cenas de investigação e autópsia. Foi por isso que eu mais quis ler a
história, afinal.Meu livro favorito da série foi o segundo, depois o primeiro, este e o terceiro.
Ainda recomendo a série, ainda que não seja excelente ou tão bem feita quanto poderia ter
sido. Já sei que vou ler o próximo livro da autora, que eu espero que tenha evoluído desde este.”

Sannes Bookcatalogue, “Toller Abschluss. Nachdem die Autorin mit den ersten 3 Bänden
absolut überzeugen konnte, war es unmöglich am finalen Band der Reihe vorbei zu kommen.
Ich war gespannt, welches Abenteuer Audrey Rose und Thomas dieses Mal bestreiten müssen
und mit welchen Morden wir es wohl zu tun bekommen.Mit dem Schreibstil schafft Kerri
Maniscalco es tatsächlich auch hier wieder zu überzeugen. Sie zieht einen in die Geschichte
und schafft es, dass man merkt wie es den Charakteren geht und mit ihnen mitfiebert.Was ich



spannend fand war, dass wir uns mordtechnisch wieder dem Anfang widmen. Nur mit dem
Unterschied, dass wir uns in New York befinden und nicht in London. Doch wie kann es sein,
dass die Morde wieder denen von Jack the Ripper ähneln? Der ist doch eigentlich tot.....oder
doch nicht? Wie immer gilt es dem Täter auf die Spur zu kommen und das schnellstmöglich, um
weitere Tote zu verhindern. Doch wer wird das letzte Opfer des Rippers sein?Neben den
Morden nähern sich Audrey und Thomas, aber auch noch weiteren ernsteren Themen. Zum
Beispiel ihrem gemeinsamen Leben. Doch scheint eine Ehe mit Thomas hon einem Moment auf
den nächsten aussichtslos. Ich war fassungslos und wollte heulen. Wie Audrey. Denn diese will,
weder den Ruf ihrer oder den von Thomas Familie aufs Spiel setzen. Also zieht sie sich
schweren Herzens zurück. Audrey tat mir so wahnsinnig leid. Aber auch an Tjlmas geht das
Ganze nicht spurlos vorbei. Er wirkt so verletzlich, aber das macht ihn so wahnsinnig
sympathisch und menschlich. Er ist ja sonst eher der abgebrühte Typ. Ob die beiden nich ein
Happy End bekommen, müsst ihr selbst herausfinden.Mit den Charakteren hat die Autorin
wieder Alles richtig gemacht. Audrey und Thomas sind menschlicher und verletzlicher denn je.
Einfach authentisch, liebenswert und zum Vermissen lieb gewonnen. Die beiden werden mir
wirklich fehlen. Ich habe mit ihnen gelacht, geweint, mitgelitten und war auf interessanter
Spurensuche. Danke für 4 tolle Bücher in denen die Charaktere nie geschwächelt
haben.FazitFür mich ein perfekter Abschluss für diese Reihe. Sowie in den Vorgängerbänden
glänzen die Charaktere und die Handlung, durch Glaubwürdigkeit und Spannung. Ich wünsche
mir wirklich, dass sich ein deutscher Verlag darum bemüht und diese Bücher hier auf den Markt
bringt. Am Besten auch mit den illustrierten Inhalten, denn diese gehören einfach mit dazu. Ich
hoffe, in Zukunft noch mehr von dieser Autorin lesen zu können, denn das sie schreiben kann,
hat sie bewiesen.”

The Blonde Book Lover, “A thrilling heart stopping conclusion to an epic series. Title: Capturing
the Devil (Stalking Jack the Ripper #4)Author: Kerri ManiscalcoPublisher: Jimmy
PattersonEdition: KindleAmount of Pages: 448Genre: Young Adult, Historical, Romance,
MysteryFavorite Quote: “The world needed to be better. And if it wasn’t possible for it to be
better, we, its inhabitants, needed to do better.”Date Read: 10-09-2019Review:I started this book
at midnight, the second it hit my kindle. This was honestly one of my most anticipated reads of
this year. I planned to read just a few chapters before going to bed but then that plot twist hit and
I had to keep on reading. I finished at 4am in the morning.The book was really good! Now I'm a
bit sad that it's over though.What is this book about:The book starts off where the last one
ended. Audrey-Rose and Thomas just arrived in America and discovered they, well not they
personally but the ship they where on, delivered America it's own Jack the Ripper.Things seem
to be progressing well between Audrey Rose and Thomas. They are back on track after their
hick up in book 3, but not everyone seems to be on board with their love. Someone is willing to
do whatever it takes to make sure they don't get married.With a race against the clock Audrey
Rose and Thomas are trying to catch the Devil before he kills again and before everything they



worked for, everything they wanted gets ripped away from them.What did I love about this book:I
love Audrey Rose and Thomas's relationship. They are for sure one of my OTP. I love their
growth and how they worked together.My heart stopped at their wedding. For those of you who
read the book, you'll know why. I honestly sped read through the rest of the book because I had
to know how things would work out. How they could possibly fix the damage.I hated Thomas's
father so so so much. I can't phantom why he would do that to his on child, to his own children.
By the end I was still so mad at him, and I couldn't grasp why Audrey Rose and Thomas let him
be at their wedding in the end. Like my god, I would have tossed his sorry ass off a cliff and call it
an accident.Overall it was a great conclusion to the series. The series took a twist I didn't expect
when I read the first book. Everything came together so well.Kerri has raw skill and talent, it's
amazing that this is her first series. I can't wait to see what else she can come up with.Rating:5
amazing stars”
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